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Abstract We envision participatory texture documentation (PTD) as a process in
which a group of users (dedicated individuals and/or general public) with cameraequipped mobile phones participate in collaborative collection of urban texture
information. PTD enables inexpensive, scalable and high quality urban texture
documentation. We propose to implement PTD in two steps. At the first step, termed
viewpoint selection, a minimum number of viewpoints in the urban environment are
selected from which the texture of the entire urban environment (the part visible
to cameras) with a desirable quality can be collected/captured. At the second step,
called viewpoint assignment, the selected viewpoints are assigned to the participating
users such that given a limited number of users with various constraints (e.g.,
restricted available time) users can collectively capture the maximum amount of
texture information within a limited time interval. In this paper, we define each of
these steps and prove that both are NP-hard problems. Accordingly, we propose
efficient algorithms to implement the viewpoint selection and assignment problems.
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We study, profile and verify our proposed solutions comparatively by both rigorous
analysis and extensive experiments.
Keywords Participatory data collection · Texture documentation ·
Sensor placement · Location-based services · Participation plan
optimization · Optimization

1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The advent of earth visualization tools (e.g., Google Earth™, Microsoft Virtual
Earth™) has inspired and enabled numerous applications. Some of these tools
already include texture in their representation of the urban environment. The urban
texture consists of the set of images/photos collected from the real environment, to
be mapped on the façade of the 3D model of the environment (e.g., building and
vegetation models) for photo-realistic 3D representation. Currently, urban texture
is collected via aerial and/or ground photography (e.g., Google Street View). As a
result, texture collection/documentation is (1) expensive, (2) unscalable (in terms of
the required resources), and (3) with low temporal and/or spatial quality (i.e., texture
cannot be collected frequently and widely enough).
These limitations can be addressed by leveraging the popularity of cameraequipped mobile devices (such as cell phones and PDAs) for inexpensive and
scalable urban texture documentation with high spatiotemporal quality. With participatory texture documentation, termed PTD hereafter, a group of participants
(dedicated individuals and/or general public) with camera-equipped mobile phones
participate in collaborative/social collection of the urban texture information [1, 17].
By enabling low-cost, scalable, accurate, and real-time texture documentation, PTD
empowers various applications such as eyewitness news broadcast, urban behavior
analysis, real-estate monitoring, emergency-response, disaster management (e.g., for
damage assessment in the case of earthquake, hurricane, and wildfire) and interactive
visualization [12, 31]. Note that recently there have been various studies (e.g.,
[27]) on how to incentivize individuals to perform participatory tasks which can be
leveraged to motivate individuals to participate in PTD.
PTD is implemented as a two-step process. At the first step, called viewpoint
selection, a minimum size set of viewpoints in the urban environment is selected
from which the texture information of the entire environment can be collected
with a desirable quality. A viewpoint is an environment point from which one can
collect texture information by imaging the surrounding area. Due to the participatory
nature of PTD, available resources (e.g., users’ participation time) are usually limited
and, therefore it is critical to minimize the number of selected viewpoints. At the
second step termed viewpoint assignment, the selected viewpoints are assigned to
the users for texture collection. The viewpoints must be assigned such that the
texture collected during the documentation campaign (i.e., the specific time interval allocated for texture documentation) is maximized while all users’ constraints
are satisfied.
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1.2 Contributions
In this paper for the first time we introduce the problem of participatory texture
documentation and model it as a two stage process: viewpoint selection and assignment. We empirically show that the current approaches to solve PTD are impractical
because of high running time and therefore propose efficient heuristics for each of
the steps.
We first define the viewpoint selection step and prove that it is an NP-hard
problem by reduction from the minimum set cover problem [4]. Therefore, optimal
solutions for the problem are rendered unscalable as the extent of the urban
environment grows large; hence, we propose an efficient heuristic, termed GVS,
with approximation guarantee to select the viewpoints. GVS solves a given instance
of viewpoint selection problem by reduction to an instance of the minimum set
cover problem. Based on our experiments, as compared to the naïve approach
which selects the environment points by imposing a grid with the cell size of c × c,
GVS reduces the number of selected viewpoints by 43 % on average over different
values of c.
Next, we formalize the viewpoint assignment problem and prove it is an NP-hard
problem by reduction to the problem of Team Orienteering (different from orienteering) [5]. However, the running time of the heuristics proposed in the literature
to solve the team orienteering problem is intolerably high, making them impractical
solutions for the viewpoint assignment problem which requires on-the-fly assignment
(considering the participatory nature of PTD). Second, we propose various heuristics
for efficient viewpoint assignment with short running times. We categorized our
proposed heuristics into two families of solutions: individual-based approaches and
group-based approaches. With individual-based heuristics, we generate each user
participation plan exclusively, independent of those of other users. Toward that end,
we reduce the viewpoint assignment problem for a single user to the classical problem
of orienteering [8], and accordingly adopt and extend the existing efficient heuristic
solutions for the orienteering problem [6] to implement viewpoint assignment. Due
to exclusive nature of individual-based, the participation plans generated by these
heuristics may significantly deviate from optimal plans.
Alternatively, with our group-based heuristics we consider all users as a united
group of participants. This allows for optimizing the assignment of the viewpoints
among all users as a group; consequently, group-based heuristics can potentially
generate near-optimal plans while maintaining high efficiency. In particular, groupbased heuristics implement viewpoint assignment as a two-stage process. The main
idea is to break the viewpoint assignment problem into multiple disjoint and smaller
subproblems (at the first stage), where each subproblem takes a limited number of
viewpoints as input and, therefore, can be solved efficiently (at the second stage).
Accordingly, at the first stage group-based heuristics use various measures (e.g.,
proximity of the users to the viewpoints) to partition the set of viewpoints into a
number of subsets, one subset per each user. At the second stage, similar to the
individual-based heuristics, an orienteering heuristic is adopted to assign a subset of
the viewpoints in each partition to the corresponding user of the partition. Based on
our experiments, on average our individual-based approach takes 45 to 65 % more
time than our proposed group-based approach for various urban environments. At
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the same time, with our group-based approach we collect on average 8 to 10 % more
texture in the same environment.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We give preliminaries in Section 3.
In Section 4, we formally define the viewpoint selection and assignment problems.
We describe our approaches to solve viewpoint selection and assignment problems
in Sections 5 and 5.2, respectively. Section 6 presents the results of our empirical
analysis of the proposed solutions. Finally, we discuss the related work in Section 2,
and conclude in Section 7.

2 Related work
Texture mapping based on the images acquired by cameras is extensively studied
in the literature [20, 38]. For example, in [38] a system is developed to generate
texture for building exteriors from mosaics of close-range photographs acquired
with commodity digital cameras. Although with our work we also use the images
taken by users to generate texture information, our focus is on maximizing the
amount of collected texture during the texture campaign time. Below we discuss the related work under two categories: viewpoint selection and viewpoint
assignment.

2.1 Viewpoint selection
The closest body of relevant work to viewpoint selection is the literature on sensor
deployment and sensing coverage with sensor networks. In [23, 28], the coverage
problem is formulated as a decision problem to determine whether every point in
the service area of a sensor network is covered by at least k sensors. With sensor
deployment the goal is to maximize the coverage by proper sensor placement, similar
to our viewpoint selection problem. However, most of the proposed approaches for
sensor deployment assume simple sensing models with circular (omnidirectional or
unidirectional) coverage for sensors [11, 19, 41]. Recently, Andreas et al. [24, 25]
formulated the problem of sensor placement as the placement of k sensors in the
environment to minimize the uncertainty about the sensing phenomena at unsensed
locations. To this end, each environment point is associated with a random variable
and consequently a probabilistic model such as Gaussian is used to model a joint
probability distribution over a subset of environment locations A to qualify amount
of information which can be collected from A. While these models properly approximate the coverage of the sensors with typical sensing modalities (e.g., sound and
temperature sensors), visibility coverage is more complex; hence, rendering these
approaches inapplicable for visual sensor deployment.
The most relevant work to our work is on visual sensor deployment [22, 26, 29].
The art gallery problem is a classic work in this category [26]. The most important
difference with this category is that we also modeled the resolution of the texture
and considered it as a constraint in texture documentation process. Furthermore, we
consider spatial restrictions in viewpoint selection (namely, with our problem the
selected points must be on a road network). Finally, while the previous work has
focused on solving the visual sensor deployment problem in a continuous space, with
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GVS we assume a discrete space for viewpoint selection to model restrictions on
where users can take images.
2.2 Viewpoint assignment
We use orienteering algorithm as a building block to devise our viewpoint assignment
approaches. Orienteering is a variant of traveling salesman problem with profits.
The algorithms to solve orienteering fall into three categories: the exact algorithms,
e.g. [14], heuristics with approximation guarantee, e.g. [7, 9], and heuristics without
approximation guarantee, e.g. [39]. The first two categories are not applicable for the
problems of large scale because of their large running times. Team orienteering is a
variant of orienteering for multiple users [5, 39]. Similar to viewpoint assignment,
orienteering is used to model the coordination of participants in data acquisition,
assuming each participant has a capacity constraint. Amarjeet et al. [34, 35] studied
coordination of multiple robots for environment sensing, where each robot has a
resource constrain. Unfortunately, these approaches are not scalable for our texture
documentation problem. For example, for less than 220 environment locations it can
take more than 1,000 s to generate a robot path to collect information. In [42], the
authors partition the sensing field so that the total obtained reward in each partition
be the same and solved an instance of orienteering in each partition. In this paper, we
proposed various heuristics to solve the viewpoint assignment problem by reduction
to the orienteering problem and its variations. We also proposed a novel twostage assignment and proved that a two-stage solution always exists. Furthermore,
we experimentally verified the efficiency of our two-stage approach for large scale
problems with more than 2,500 environment points, which is far larger than the
problems addressed by the previous work. Based on our experiments, our twostage assignment significantly outperforms both individual-based assignment and
team orienteering assignment. Also in contrast to the previous studies, we consider
users who are joining over time with different starting points, ending points and
available times.
In [1], we have proposed the system design and architecture of our prototype
participatory texture documentation system, GeoSIM [17]. While both this paper and
[1] concentrate on the same problem, in this paper we tackle the research challenges
on how to implement viewpoint selection and assignment experimentally and theoretically, while [1] presents the PTD system implementation. We have presented
our preliminary solutions for viewpoint selection and viewpoint assignment in [33]
and [32], respectively. This paper subsumes the previous papers by considering a new
approach for environment modeling as well as considering the resolution of texture
in both selecting and assigning viewpoints. We also improved the performance of our
two-stage assignment by modifying our partitioning stage. In [32, 33], we proposed
to model an environment with TIN model for texture documentation. Modeling an
urban environment consisting of planar surfaces with TIN can become very complex.
However, our proposed technique here avoids this complexity for planar surfaces.
At the same time it has the benefits of TIN in modeling non-planar surfaces as
for those surfaces we first model the environment with TIN. Finally, we conducted
new extensive experiments to consider the effect of resolution on viewpoint selection and added a new dataset to study the behavior of our viewpoint assignment
more thoroughly.
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3 Preliminaries
Here, we first describe the texture documentation process. Next, we define our
assumed user participation model for PTD.
3.1 Texture documentation
Consider an urban environment which consists of various 3D elements such as
buildings, trees and the terrain. There are various work in literature on building 3D
models of an environment, e.g., . We represent each surface of a 3D element as a set
of cells. Without loss of generality, we assume all the cells have the same surface area
ac . We select ac sufficiently small such that each cell can be considered as a planar
surface. The texture of an environment is defined as the set of images mapped on
the surface cells of the 3D elements of the environment, where the quality of the
texture depends on the resolution of the mapped images. Next, we first describe how
to construct cells for various types of surfaces. Second, we describe how to quantify
the resolution of an image mapped onto a cell. Finally, we formally define the texture
documentation process.
3.1.1 Surface model
The surfaces of a 3D element are either planar (such as planar building walls) or nonplanar (such as the terrain). With planar surfaces, we impose a grid with the cell area
of ac and consider each cell of the grid as a surface cell (Fig. 1). On the other hand,
for a non-planar surface we first convert the surface into a set of planar subsurfaces.
To this end, we model a non-planar surface by TIN [16] (Triangulated Irregular
Network) (Fig. 2). The TIN model represents a surface as a set of contiguous, nonoverlapping triangles. Thereafter, similar to planar surfaces, we impose a grid with
the cell area of ac on each triangle. The collection of grid cells over all the triangles
constitute the non-planar surface cells. Given a triangle, some of the cells closer to
the TIN triangle sides may not be completely contained within the triangle. For

Fig. 1 A building with the cells depicted on one of its walls pointed by an arrow
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 a The environment. b The corresponding 3D TIN model [13]

those cells, the texture is only generated for the part of the cell overlapping with
the triangle.
3.1.2 Texture resolution
The quality of the environment texture depends on the resolution of the images
mapped onto the environment cells. In particular, the quality of texture for a cell
is proportional to the area of the cell represented by each pixel of the image mapped
on the cell, and the higher the resolution of the image, the smaller the area covered
by each pixel [18]. To compute the cell area represented by each pixel of the image,
we define our assumed model for the imaging process as follows, with which we
consider parameters such as distance of the camera and its view angle to the cell.
Imagine a small light-proof box with a small hole in one side. When the pinhole faces
a light source such as a candle, one can see the inverted image of the candle on the
opposite side of the box. The image is formed by light rays disseminated from the
scene facing the box (Fig. 3). This imaging model is called the pinhole model [15]
and despite its simplicity often represents the imaging process fairly accurately. The
image of each cell c consists of a set of pixels Pc (Fig. 4). With a pinhole model, the
region on c which is represented by each pixel p ∈ Pc , is in the form of a four sided
polygon. The area of this polygon depends on the parameters such as the distance
of the pixel to the cell, the distance of the camera and the view angel to the cell.
We denote this set of parameters by Sc . Given an image of c, we define the texture

Fig. 3 The pinhole imaging model
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Fig. 4 A cell c and a set of
pixels Pc which represents c.
A pixel p ∈ Pc represents an
area of A p,Sc on c

quality of c, denoted by Q Sc , as the inverse of the largest area represented by the
pixels in Pc . More formally, suppose the area of c represented by a pixel p ∈ Pc is
denoted by A p,Sc (Fig. 4). We show in Appendix how to calculate A p,Sc . We define
max ASc = {A p ,Sc | p ∈ Pc , ∀ p ∈ Pc , A p,Sc ≤ A p ,Sc }. Consequently, we have
Q Sc =

1
.
max ASc

(1)

3.1.3 Texture documentation process
An urban texture documentation campaign is defined as the process of collecting and
mapping the texture onto the environment cells during a predefined time interval
TC (e.g., 10:00am to 2:00pm on a particular day). We assume the urban texture
remains unchanged during TC . The texture collection must be done such that the
texture quality for each cell is higher than a desired minimum quality of QT . Suppose
P is the set of points in the environment. From each point v ∈ P one can collect
texture information by imaging the surrounding area. We call each such point v a
viewpoint. Accordingly, we define the texture score T S(v) of a viewpoint v as the
total number of environment cells visible from v with the texture quality greater than
QT . Similarly, the texture score T S(V) of a set of viewpoints V ⊆ P is defined as the
total number of cells visible from any viewpoint in V with a texture quality higher
than QT .
3.2 Participatory texture documentation
With participatory texture documentation, the texture collection process is implemented by a set of users U. Users are presumed to carry similar camera-equipped cell
phones. We assume each user u ∈ U has a set of participation constraints denoted by
c = (s,d,AT ), where s is the user’s starting point in the environment, d is the user’s
desired ending point (where the user intends to leave the documentation campaign),
and AT is the user’s maximum available time for participation. Accordingly, the
participation plan (or participation path) for a user u is define as a path Pu = (s, v1 ,
v2 , . . . , vn , d) that starts from the starting point s and ends at the ending point d,
while traversing a number of viewpoints v1 to vn , at which the user is expected to
make stops for texture collection. We assume a user takes a panoramic image at a
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Fig. 5 An example participation path where squares are representing viewpoints and the circles are
starting and ending points

viewpoint v. This ensures that the user can collect the texture for a cell c from the
best view angle which maximizes the texture quality of c. In other words, among all
possible view angles at v, Sc consists of a view angle which maximizes Q Sc in Eq. 1.
We denote this texture quality by Q(c, v). Figure 5 shows a sample participation
path Pu = (s, v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5 , v6 , d) for a user u (not shown in the figure). In this
case, the sample participation path traverses the viewpoints v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5 and v6 .
Furthermore, the participation path Pu for user u is said to satisfy the user constrains
c if and only if the total time to traverse the participation path (i.e., the actual user
participation time) is less than the user available time AT :
t p + n × tvi ≤ AT
where t p is the total time required to traverse the subpaths between successive
viewpoints (assuming shortest path), and tvi is the time it takes to collect images at
each viewpoint vi along the path Pu . Finally, the texture score T S(Pu ) of the path Pu
is defined to be equal to the texture score T S(V Pu ), where V Pu is the set of viewpoints
v1 to vn covered by Pu . Similarly, the texture score T S(PU ) of a set of paths PU is
defined to be equal to the texture score T S(V PU ), where V PU is the set of viewpoints
that are covered by at least one path in PU .

4 Problem definition
In this section, we define the viewpoint selection and assignment problems.
4.1 Viewpoint selection problem
Suppose C is the set of cells that comprise the 3D model of the target environment.
Consider C ⊆ C as the subset of cells that are visible from at least one viewpoint in
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P (note that given a finite set of viewpoints P , there might be a non-empty set of
cells C\C that cannot be texture mapped, regardless). Accordingly, we call a set of
viewpoints S ⊆ P a texture covering set, if every cell in C is visible from at least one
viewpoint in S with the quality of at least QT . The viewpoint selection problem is
defined as the process of finding a texture covering set V with minimum size among
all texture covering subsets of P.

4.2 Viewpoint assignment problem
Once the texture covering set V is identified, the viewpoints v ∈ V must be assigned
to the participating users u ∈ U (by including viewpoints in their participation
plan) such that the total number of the cells c ∈ C covered by users within the
campaign time TC is maximized. Formally, the problem of viewpoint assignment
is defined as an optimization problem to find the set of participation plans PU =
{Pu1 , Pu2 ,. . ., Pum } corresponding to the users u1 , u2 ,. . .,um in U such that T S(PU )
is maximized while each Pui satisfies the corresponding user constraints ci , i.e.,
argmax PU T S(PU ) . With PTD, we assume users can join the texture documentation
campaign progressively (not necessarily simultaneously), with a poisson arrival
distribution. Accordingly, we generalize the definition of the viewpoint assignment
problem by considering an iterative viewpoint assignment scheme. With this scheme,
the campaign time TC is divided into equi-length epochs, I1 to Il , and viewpoint
assignment is repeated at each epoch to assign the remaining uncovered viewpoints
(those viewpoints that are not covered at previous epochs) to the users who arrive
within the current epoch Ii . With iterative viewpoint assignment, the optimization
problem defined above is generalized and modified to argmax PU T S(PUi ), where
i
U i ⊆ U is the subset of users arriving during the ith epoch Ii . Throughout the paper
we call the available time of the user, excluding the duration of time she needs
to wait until the end of Ii , by user participation time. Consequently, we represent
the constraints of a user by c = (s, d, T) where T is her participation time. Note
that T does not only depend on user availability but also on system properties,
i.e., |Ii |. However, for ease of notation we assume T represents the user constraint
on time.

5 Approaches
Both viewpoint selection and assignment are NP-hard problems which makes the
optimal algorithms impractical. The proof sketch of the complexity results can be
found in [32] and [33]. Next, we explain our approaches to solve viewpoint selection
and assignment.

5.1 Viewpoint selection
Our proposed heuristic algorithm for viewpoint selection, termed GV S, is based on
reduction to the minimum set cover problem. We first state the minimum set cover
problem.
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Definition 1 Let S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sm } be a collection
of finite sets, si ’s , whose elements
m
are drawn from a universal set U. Let F = i=1
si where F⊆ U. Minimum set cover
finds a set O with minimum cardinality where O ⊆ S and s∈O s = F.
For example, assume U = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and S = {s1 ,s2 ,s3 }, where s1 = {1, 2},
s2 = {2} and s3 = {1, 3}. Thus, F = {1, 2, 3} and the minimum set cover is O = {s1 , s3 }.
Such a reduction enables us to adapt the existing algorithms for minimum set
cover problem to solve the viewpoint selection problem. Here, we first explain our
proposed reduction, and thereafter describe our GV S algorithm.
5.1.1 Reduction
For each point p ∈ P, we define the visibility set vs( p) as the set of cells in C that are
visible from p and one can collect texture for them with the resolution of at least
QT when standing at p; i.e., vs( p) = {c ∈ C |V( p, c) = 1 , Q(c, p) ≥ QT }, where
V( p, c) = 1 if c is visible from p. For example with vs( p) = {c1 , c2 , c3 } the cells c1 , c2
and c3 are visible from p. Therefore, a user standing at p can collect texture for
these cells with the quality of at least QT . We construct the corresponding
instance

of the minimum set cover problem as follows. We define F = p∈P vs( p) and S =
{vs( p)| p ∈ P}. The universal set U can be any set such that F ⊆ U. For example, for
an instance of viewpoint selection problem in which P = { p1 , p2 }, vs( p1 ) = {c1 , c2 },
and vs( p2 ) = {c3 }, the corresponding set cover instance has F = {c1 , c2 , c3 }, S =
{vs( p1 ), vs( p2 )} and U = F. If the answer to the constructed minimum set cover
instance is O, then the answer to the original viewpoint selection can be derived
as V, where pi ∈ V if and only if vs( pi ) ∈ O.
Consequently, we can use any of the heuristics for minimum set cover to solve
viewpoint selection problem. To develop our viewpoint selection algorithm (see
Section 5.1.2), we are inspired by the greedy
set cover algorithm from [10],

m minimum
which has a linear running time of O
s
∈ S. The greedy minimum set
where
s
i
i
i=1
cover algorithm works by iteratively selecting the set si ∈ S that covers the greatest
number of remaining uncovered elements of F. This algorithm is guaranteed to result
in a sub-optimal answer with an approximation guarantee of ln(n) + 1, where n is the
cardinality of the set s j ∈ S with the largest number of elements.
5.1.2 Greedy Viewpoint Selection (GVS)
Based on the reduction in Section 5.1.1, the initial step with the viewpoint selection
algorithm is to find the visibility set for each point p ∈ P. This requires performing
expensive line-of-sight queries originating from p towards every cell c ∈ C . We can
avoid performing some of these queries based on the fact that for some cells it is
not possible to collect texture with the minimum texture quality of QT if one stands
at p because of the distance from p (refer to Section 4). We denote these cells by
V  ( p). It is not possible to collect texture with the minimum quality of QT for any
cell c ∈ V  ( p) when standing at p. Therefore, we only need to perform line-of-sight
queries originating from p towards the cells in C \V  ( p). We represent the such cells
by V  ( p), i.e., V  ( p) = C \V  ( p). To find the cells in V  ( p), we first find a distance of
dmax such that regardless of view angle, any cell further than dmax from p cannot be
texture mapped with the quality of at least QT . In other words,
dmax = argmax {Q(c, p) ≥ QT } ,
d(c, p)

(2)
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where d(c, p) is the distance between cell c and point p. It is easy to derive dmax based
on Eq. 6 (refer to Appendix). We can perform a range query with the radius of dmax
centered at p to find a set V  ( p).
The pseudocode of our viewpoint selection algorithm, termed Greedy Viewpoint
Selection (GV S), is presented in Algorithm 1. The algorithm takes as input the
cells in C ⊆ C and the set of the environment points P. We explain the logic of
the algorithm as follows. First, GVS computes the visibility set of each point pi ∈ P
(lines 4–10) after finding the cells in V  ( pi ) for each pi ∈ P (line 3). Thereafter, with
a greedy approach the viewpoint p with maximum visibility set size is iteratively
selected among all points in P, removed from P, and added to the result set V
(lines 11–16). Note that once p is added to V the corresponding cells visible to p
are excluded from C (because they are covered); consequently, the visibility set of
V (and P) is updated at each iteration. The iteration terminates when V becomes a
texture covering set.
To prove the correctness of GVS, note that all the cells in C can be texture
mapped by at least one point in P. During each iteration, a point is selected and
all the cells visible to it are excluded. Therefore, the number of remaining cells
which cannot be texture mapped from the already selected viewpoints decreases,
and correspondingly T S(V) increases until the iteration terminates. The returned
set V is the approximate answer to the viewpoint selection problem as it may have
larger cardinality than the optimal viewpoint selection answer. Assuming that the
optimal answer is Vopt , the size of the answer returned by GV S satisfies the following
inequality:
|V|
≤ ln(V Smax ) + 1
|Vopt |
where V Smax is the size of the visibility set of the point with the largest visibility set
among all points in P. The above inequality guarantees that the size of V is at most
ln(V Smax ) + 1 times larger than the size of the optimal answer. This bound follows
from the approximation guarantee of the greedy minimum set cover algorithm [4].
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5.2 Viewpoint assignment
The viewpoint assignment problem is NP-hard and therefore it is not practical
to execute optimal algorithms to assign the viewpoints. We categorize viewpoint
assignment heuristics into two categories: individual-based assignment and groupbased assignment and describe each category in this section.

5.2.1 Individual-based approach
In this section we study individual-based approach. We first solve the SVA (Single
user Viewpoint Assignment) problem which is a special instance of viewpoint
assignment in which only one user joins PTD. We solve SVA by reduction to
the orienteering problem. Thereafter, we propose the complete individual-based
approach which solves an instance of SVA per user. We prove that if SVA is solved
based on an orienteering algorithm with approximation guarantee on the collected
reward, individual-based approach can also guarantee an approximation error on the
collected texture.

SVA heuristic Here we explain how to solve an instance of SVA by reduction to
(not from) orienteering [8] problem which is an NP-hard problem. Orienteering is a
variant of traveling salesman problem and can be formalized as follows:
Definition 2 (Orienteering [8]) The input to an orienteering problem is given by
a directed weighted graph G = (V, E, W), two vertices vs , vd ∈ V not necessarily
distinct, and a budget B > 0. The goal is to find a path P from vs to vd of length
at most B such that the collected reward is maximized. The reward is determined
by applying a reward function on the set V(P) of vertices visited by the path P. The
reward function f :2V → Z+ assigns a non-negative integer reward to any subset of
graph vertices.

Given an instance of SVA we describe how to construct the corresponding orienteering instance. To construct the orienteering graph G (see Definition 2), for each
viewpoint vpi we introduce a graph vertex vi ∈ G. We introduce an edge from vi ∈ G
to v j ∈ G with the weight wij which equals to the shortest urban environment path
from vpi to vp j. If such a path does not exist then wij = ∞. During the orienteering
graph construction, we assume user starting and ending are two virtual viewpoints (if
they are not among the viewpoints) which comprise the starting and ending vertices
of G, i.e., vs and vd accordingly. A virtual viewpoint v is a viewpoint which is not
obtained from viewpoint selection step and therefore no texture is collected from v
in PTD. We can set the budget based on user participation time and her movement
speed. Finally, we need to specify the reward function for the orienteering instance.
Assume the reward function is denoted by f (V) where V is the set of vertices. We
define the reward function as follows:
f (V) = T S(V P), V P = {vpi |vi ∈ G}.
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This reward function satisfies the following two conditions:
–
–

f is monotone, i.e., f (A) ≤ f (B) for all A ⊆ B.
f is sub-modular, i.e., for all A, B ⊂ V and u ∈ V , f (A ∪ {u}) − f (A) ≥
f (B ∪ {u}) − f (B) whenever A ⊆ B.

The reward function is monotone since taking images from more viewpoints will
not result in collection of less texture. It is also sub-modular because by taking images
from more viewpoints the texture which can be collected from a new viewpoint
will not increase. As the reward function satisfies these two properties, orienteering
algorithms with approximation guarantee can be applied to solve the constructed
orienteering instance [8]. The solution to the constructed orienteering instance can
be easily converted to the solution of SVA.
Algorithm The individual-based approach for viewpoint assignment is presented in
Algorithm 2. The input to the algorithm are the sets U i (the users joined during Ii ),
V (unassigned viewpoints) and C (cells not already texture mapped). Assume U i is
an ordered list, i.e., U i = (u1 ,u2 ,. . . , um ) (we later discuss how to decide the order
of these users). A user participation plan Pu j is generated by solving an instance
of SVA for each user u j starting from u1 . Assume the set of cells in C and in the
visibility set of any viewpoint in Pu j is Cj. To prevent double count of the collected
texture we assume all the cells in Cj are already texture mapped when generating the
participation plans for next users, i.e., for a user uk where k > j. The reason is that
the cells in Cj will be texture mapped by u j when she takes Pu j . This update is done
at line 4 and by the U pdate method which removes the viewpoints in Pu j from V
as well.

Consider an orienteering algorithm O with the approximation ratio of η, i.e., η
is the ratio of the total reward collected by the optimal orienteering solution to
the one collected by O. With O the value of η depends on the budget B. Assume
SVA in Algorithm 2 is solved by reduction to O. The following theorem proves the
approximation ratio of viewpoint assignment over TC .
Theorem 1 The approximation ratio of individual-based approach for users joined
during TC is
T S(P∗ )
= 1 + ηmax ,
T S(P)

(3)

where P is the set of users participation plans obtained by applying individual-based
assignment for all the user joined during TC and P∗ is the set of optimal participation
plans. ηmax is the maximum approximation ratio of O for all the users joined during TC .
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The proof of the theorem is an extension of the multi-path orienteering approximation
ratio proof proposed in [2].
Before running Individual-based algorithm, we need to order the users in U i .
Intuitively, sorting the users in ascending order of their participation times results in
the collection of more texture score than the other orderings. The reason is if the
participation plan of a user with a large participation time being generated f irst, the
user collects texture from lots of viewpoints. Among these viewpoints, there may be
a huge number of viewpoints which are the only choices for the users with small
participation times to gather texture from. In Section 6, we experimentally verify
this intuition.
5.2.2 Group-based assignment
In this section we propose a two-stage approach to implement group-based assignment. In the first stage, partitioning stage, we create a sub-problem for each user
which includes a subset of unassigned viewpoints. We call the viewpoints within a
sub-problem a partition. The idea of this stage is to break the viewpoint assignment
problem into multiple disjoint sub-problems quickly where each subproblem has
a few number of viewpoints and therefore is easy to solve. In the second stage
and to create participation plans for users, we solve an instance of SVA for each
of the partitions generated in the first stage. In this section, we first formally
define each of these two stages and prove the existence of two-stage assignment.
Thereafter, we propose efficient heuristics for the partitioning stage. The second
stage solves an instance of SVA for each partition and the heuristics to solve SVA
are already discussed in Section 5.2.1. Finally, we propose the complete algorithm for
two-stage assignment.
To form a partition corresponding to user u, denoted by partu , we first categorize
the viewpoints based on the constraints of u. For each user we can identify three
different categories of viewpoints. The first category includes the ones from which u
cannot collect texture from. These viewpoints are infeasible for u to collect texture
from and we represent them as I(u) and call them infeasible viewpoints for u. If
the time needed to reach to viewpoint v from s, collecting texture from v and going
to d be more than T, then u cannot collect texture from v. The other category of
viewpoints includes those which only u can gather texture from. We denote this set
of viewpoints as D(u) and term them dedicated viewpoints to u. The last category
of viewpoints are those which in addition to u other users can collect texture from
as well. We denote this set of viewpoints as S(u) and term them shared viewpoints
between users. For example, consider two users u1 and u2 having the constraints of
c1 = (s1 , d1 , T1 ) and c2 = (s2 , d2 , T2 ), accordingly. We denote the time it takes to go
from x to y as t(x, y) and assume that the time required to gather texture from a
viewpoint v is negligible. If T1 = 25 and t(s1 , v) = 30 then v ∈ I(u1 ). Presume T1 =
30, T2 = 30, t(s1 , v) = 10, t(v, d1 ) = 10, t(s2 , v) = 10 and t(v, d2 ) = 10. In this case,
v ∈ S(u1 ) and v ∈ S(u2 ) as both u1 and u2 can collect texture from v. In the same
setting if we change t(v, d2 ) = 30 then v ∈ D(u1 ) as only u1 can gather texture from
v now.
The method for categorizing the viewpoints is presented in Algorithm 3. It takes as
input the set of unassigned viewpoints V and users U i (including their constraints).
For each viewpoint v it iterates over the users and checks whether a user u j can
collect texture from v at line 3. We represent the constraints of u j as c j = (s j, d j, T j)
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and the time required to collect texture from v as tv (tv is the same for all the
viewpoints). If u j can collect texture from v, u j is added to a set called CG(v) which
includes the users who can collect texture from v. Thereafter, the algorithm iterates
over the viewpoints and for each viewpoint v checks the cardinality of CG(v) and
based on that it updates dedicated and shared viewpoints.

Clearly, all the viewpoints in D(u) are in partu . Any viewpoint in I(u) is not in
partu and a subset of viewpoints in S(u) are in partu . As the subproblems and hence
the partitions should be disjoint, we need to assign a shared viewpoint to only one
partition. We now formally define a user partition. The partition for a user u ∈ U i is
defined as follows:
partu = S1 ∪ S2 where S1 = D(u) and S2 ⊆ S(u).
Two partitions should be disjoint as well:
∀i = j, partui ∩ partu j = ∅.

(4)

In the second stage of two-stage assignment, we solve an instance of SVA for
each sub-problem, i.e., for each partu . The set of SVA solutions for all the partitions
forms the solution of viewpoint assignment problem. Assume the set of participation
plans for users obtained by solving viewpoint assignment optimally to be P∗ =
{ p∗u1 , p∗u2 , . . . , p∗un }, where p∗u j is the optimal participation plan generated for user
u j ∈ U i . The optimal two stage approach is the one which gives a set of participation
plans P = { pu1 , pu2 , . . . , pun }, pu j is the generated participation plan for u j ∈ U i ,
where T S(P) = T S(P∗ ). In [32] we proved that two-stage assignment exists. In the
reminder of this section, we propose our partitioning approaches and finally we
present our complete two-stage viewpoint assignment algorithm.
At the beginning of the partitioning stage all the viewpoints dedicated to particular
individuals are assigned to the corresponding partitions. We also add the starting and
ending viewpoints (which can be virtual viewpoints as discussed in Section 5.2.1)
to the corresponding partitions. This may lead to overlapping between partitions
which we ignore as the number of overlapping starting and ending viewpoints is very
small as compared to the total number of viewpoints. Notice that such an overlap
does not result in double count of collected texture as in the second stage and after
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solving an instance of SVA per user, each viewpoint is assigned to only one user
participation plan. The main challenge in the partitioning stage is to assign the shared
viewpoints. This problem can be viewed as a classification problem. Classification
is the task of assigning objects to one of several predefined categories [37]. In our
problem, a predefined category is a user partition partui including the starting and
ending viewpoints for ui and all the viewpoints in D(ui ). Notice that during assigning
shared viewpoints, we assume user starting and ending viewpoints are also dedicated
viewpoints.
We propose here two heuristic approaches to assign the shared viewpoints. With
the first approach, termed the distance-based approach, we define a distance measure
between a viewpoint and a partition and assign a viewpoint to its nearest partition.
With the second approach, termed the nearest-neighbor based approach, we decide
on the partition for a viewpoint v based on the partition of the nearest-neighbor of v
among the already assigned viewpoints. In [32] we considered all the viewpoints in a
partition in order to assign a shared viewpoint. This approach may lead to inefficient
assignment as it is sensitive to the order of assigning the shared viewpoints. For
example, assume all the shared viewpoints except a viewpoint v have distance of
at most d to all users but v has the distance of d  d to users. If we first assign v
to a user u, it can prevent the other viewpoints to be assigned to u. To prevent such
scenarios we only consider dedicated viewpoints to assign a shared viewpoint. Next,
we explain each partitioning approach in detail.
Distance-based partitioning A shared viewpoint in the partitioning stage is assigned
to its nearest partition in the distance-based partitioning. We define two alternative
distance metrics to measure the distance between a viewpoint v and a partition partui .
Intuitively, v is close to partui if it is close to the dedicated viewpoints within partui .
Therefore, we define the first distance metric as the summation of the distances
between v and each dedicated viewpoint within partui .
dist(v, partui ) =

|D(u
i )|

distv (v, v j), v j ∈ D(ui )

j=1

where dist(v, partui ) is the distance between v and partui and distv (x, y) is the distance
between viewpoints x and y.
A user participation plan includes a path which traverses some viewpoints within
the user partition. Motivated by this, for the next distance metric, we define
dist(v, partui ) as the distance between v and the minimum length path in partui which
includes all the existing members of partui .
dist(v, partui ) = distpath (v, pathui ),
where pathui is the path with the shortest length covering all the dedicated viewpoints
within partui . As finding path( partui ) is an NP-Hard problem (by reduction to
Traveling Salesman Problem) we approximate pathui by constructing minimum
spanning tree within partui and converting it to approximate traveling salesman
problem tour. The distance between v and pathui (distpath (v, pathui )) is the minimum
length required to expand pathui to include v. After defining the distance metrics,
we assign a shared viewpoint to its nearest partition. In case of tie, we select
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one of the nearest partitions randomly. We call the partitioning based on the first
distance metric DPOINTS and the partitioning based on the second distance metric
DPATH.
Nearest-neighbor based method Intuitively when a user collects texture from a
viewpoint, it is efficient for him to next collect texture from the nearby viewpoints
to save the resources. Based on this intuition, we propose a nearest-neighbor based
approach to decide the partition of a shared viewpoint. Consider a shared viewpoint
such as a. To decide a partition for a, we look at the nearest-neighbor of a within
the dedicated viewpoints in the partitions. More specifically, consider the set of
dedicated viewpoints within partitions to be N = {v|v ∈ D(u j), u j ∈ U i }. Presume
that the nearest-neighbor of a in N to be N N(a) = b , where b ∈ partuk . We assign
a to partuk and uk is the candidate user to collect texture from a. We call this
partitioning approach NN for short.
Algorithm The group-based assignment based on two-stage assignment is presented in Algorithm 4. TwoStage method takes as input users U i , unassigned
viewpoints V and the cells not texture mapped C . The partitioning stage is executed
in lines 1–15 while the second stage is performed in lines 16–20. At the partitioning
stage, the partitions are first initialized by adding starting and ending viewpoints, i.e.,
vsi and vdi for user ui correspondingly, to the partitions (lines 1–3). As discussed in
Section 5.2.1 these viewpoints can be virtual viewpoints. Thereafter, the viewpoints
are categorized and viewpoints which are infeasible for all the users are pruned.
Subsequently, a viewpoint v ∈ D(u j) is assigned to partu j . For a shared viewpoint
v the users who can collect texture from v are first found (line 12) and then
v is assigned to one partition based on the methods discussed in Section 5.2.2.
Finally an instance of SVA is executed for each partition to generate user
participation plans.
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6 Experiments
In this section, we experimentally evaluate our proposed solutions. We first describe
our experimental setup, and next we present our experimental results.
6.1 Experimental methodology
Our experimental system is implemented in Java, and runs on a typical Intel 2.66GHz
PC with 3.25GB RAM. The operating system is Windows XP SP2. For each setting,
we tested the algorithm by running it 10 times to compute the average values. Next,
we present our experimental results.
In this section, we first describe how to model the environment, and thereafter we
explain the cell phone camera settings used in our experiments.
6.1.1 Environment modeling
We conducted our experiments using two real-world datasets. The first dataset,
LA dataset, is the elevation data of Los Angeles area, from USGS (http://data.
geocomm.com), covering a 10 km × 10 km area. The second dataset, USC dataset,
is the elevation data of University of Southern California campus covering a
1.5 km × 1.5 km area. The road network data for LA dataset is acquired from
NAVTEQ (http://www.navteq.com). For USC dataset, we assume all points with
elevation zero comprise the road network pathways; hence, the road network
includes both roads and sidewalks. Users are assumed to only move on these road
networks.
The USC dataset includes the USC building coordinates and consists of planar
surfaces. Therefore, we created the cells for this dataset by imposing the grids with
the resolution of 2 m × 2 m on the building walls. In this way, more than 100,000
cells are generated. The LA dataset covers the terrain and therefore is non-planar.
To find the cells for this dataset we first modeled the dataset in TIN model which
resulted in 8,000 triangles. Subsequently, we imposed the grid with the cell size of
20 m × 20 m on the triangle faces to create the cells. The number of generated cells
for this dataset is more than 182,000. We used larger cell size for this dataset because
the LA digital elevation model has lower resolution than USC dataset.
Moreover, to quantize the road network space, we impose a grid on the road
network and use the intersection of the road network segments and grid cells as
the collection of viewpoints. This approach enables us to emulate various viewpoint
selection restrictions by changing the granularity of the imposed grid. With our
experiments, we imposed grids with different granularity. The number of resulting
viewpoints P by imposing different grids is shown in Fig. 6 for each dataset.
6.1.2 Cell phone camera settings
We assume texture documentation is performed using the Nokia N95 cell phone
camera1 in our experiments. The focal length2 of this camera is 5.6 mm and the size
1 http://www.forum.nokia.com/devices/N95/
2 The

camera focal point is the point where all parallel rays will be focused to. The distance between
camera lens and focal points is focal length [21].
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(a) LA

(b) USC
Fig. 6 Sizes of the viewpoint sets with each dataset

of image plane is 4.8 mm × 3.6 mm. The camera is 5.0 MP and has the resolution of
2582 × 1944 pixels.
6.2 Experimental results
Below, we explain the results of our proposed algorithms for the viewpoint selection
and viewpoint assignment problems respectively.
6.2.1 Viewpoint selection
Based on our experiments, the optimal algorithm for viewpoint selection problem
takes more than a day for |P| = 25 (i.e., when P includes 25 randomly picked points
from the road network imposed on LA dataset) and QT = 2, 500 (throughout the
rest of the paper we assume that the unit for resolution is m−2 ). Also, its running
time increases exponentially which makes it impractical. We observed that for
|P| < 25, |V|V|
≥ 95 %, where |V| and |Vopt | are the number of viewpoints calculated
opt |
by GVS and optimal algorithms, respectively. Therefore, GVS clearly outperforms
the optimal algorithm in efficiency and scalability, while providing almost optimal
result. In this section, we study the effect of different parameters on the performance
of the GVS algorithm.
Size of the selected set of viewpoints With this experiment, we evaluate the effect
of the desired texture resolution QT , on the number of selected viewpoints |V|. The
result is shown in Fig. 7 where each curve is generated for a specific |P|. Using GVS,

(a) LA
Fig. 7 |V| vs. desired texture resolution (QT )

(b) USC
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on average |V| is 43 % (89 %) less than |P| for LA (USC) dataset over all the cases.
There are two reasons that explain the GVS performance difference with the two
datasets: (1) the variation between elevations is much higher in the LA dataset as
compared to the USC dataset, and as a result the probability that a cell is visible to
two different viewpoints with the resolution of at least QT decreases and (2) with
the LA dataset users can only collect texture from streets whereas with the USC
dataset users can collect texture from side walks as well. This additional constraint
also reduces the size of the intersection between visibility sets and consequently
increases the number of viewpoints. Regardless of this difference, the reduction in
the number of viewpoints significantly improves the scalability of any viewpoint
assignment algorithm.
As expected, |V| increases as the desired texture resolution grows, because from a
same viewpoint we can capture texture with desired resolution for fewer cells when
QT increases. Hence, GVS selects more viewpoints. Similarly, increasing the number
of road network points results in larger |V|, because more cells become visible to
the road network viewpoints. The set of selected viewpoints for part of USC area is
shown in Fig. 8a for QT = 0 and Fig. 8b for QT = 2,500.
Collected texture Viewing the texture for all cells in C (the collection of all environment cells) might not be possible from the points in P (see Section 4). Here,
we measure the percentage of texture which can be collected from a set of selected
S(V)
viewpoints. This percentage is denoted by ρ = T |C|
. For example, ρ = 50 % states
that only 50 % of the environment cells can be texture mapped by taking images at
the viewpoints. Figure 9 illustrates how ρ varies for different desired resolutions and
road network points. For both datasets, decreasing the QT increases the value of ρ
since texture can be collected for more cells.
For the same QT , increasing the number of road network points raises the value
of ρ as more texture can be collected from more road network points. Suppose ρ1
and ρ2 represent ρ for the LA datasets that have the two largest number of road
network points (i.e., ρ1 and ρ2 correspond to 54207 and 13659 road network points,
respectively). On average, the difference between ρ1 and ρ2 is less than 9 %. The
same argument holds for the USC dataset as well. The reason is that in the case of

(a) QT =0

(b) QT =2500

Fig. 8 Selected viewpoint (blue rectangles) for different values of (QT )
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(a) LA

(b) USC

Fig. 9 ρ vs. desired texture resolution (QT )

having the largest number of road network points the distance between a point and its
neighbor is very small and hence their visibility sets are almost the same. Therefore,
the amount of collectable texture is not significantly larger than the case in which we
have the next largest number of road network points.
Running time We also measured the average running time of GV S algorithm. Our
results are shown in Fig. 10. As expected the running time of the algorithm increases
when the number of road network points increases. Interestingly, increasing the
value of QT decreases the running time. This is due to the fact that for larger
QT values, the size of visibility sets for environment points are smaller. Therefore,
the reduced set-cover instances for large QT values are less complex to solve. The
running time in both cases is less than 16 min.
6.2.2 Viewpoint assignment
We selected a set of viewpoints obtained from viewpoint selection with more than
2,500 for LA dataset and 1,000 for USC dataset to evaluate viewpoint assignment.
We precalculated the distances between road network vertices ba able to quickly
compute the distances between viewpoints. Precalculation of road network distances
is extensively studied in the literature (e.g. [30]). We presume the time required to

(a) LA
Fig. 10 Running time vs. desired texture resolution (QT )

(b) USC
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gather texture from a viewpoint is 1 min and a user moves on the road network
with the speed of 100 meters per minute. We assume the user participation time is a
random number between 15 and 75 (25) min for LA (USC) dataset unless otherwise
stated. Although we selected a smaller rang for participation time with the USC
dataset, it should not imply that we expect the corresponding experimental results
have the same values because: (1) the distribution of viewpoints and the extent of
the areas are different, and (2) users move differently around LA and USC. More
specifically, users are moving on streets in LA but on both streets and sidewalk
in USC.
The viewpoint assignment algorithms proposed throughout the paper extensively
uses SVA to generate users’ participation plans. We used the orienteering heuristic
proposed in [6] to implement SVA. This method has been empirically found to be
one of the best orienteering heuristics [3]. It consists of two steps. In the first step,
the initialization step, multiple paths are constructed greedily based on distance while
ignoring the collected reward. In the second step, by applying operators such as
insertion/deletion of vertices and moving vertices between initial paths, the collected
reward of the best path is improved. The total reward of the best path can also
decrease during this step to avoid local optima. More details on this method can
be found in [6]. We run either individual-based or group-based over each Ii ∈ TC to
generate participation plans for users in U i . Here we first evaluate the efficiency of
the individual and group-based assignment, and thereafter, we study the effect of |Ii |
on the efficiency of viewpoint assignment algorithm.
Individual-based assignment With individual-based assignment, we iterate over an
ordered list of users and generate the participation plan for each user. Here, we
experimentally studied the effect of ordering users based on their participation times
on the efficiency of individual-based assignment. We considered three different user
orderings: (1) random, in which users are randomly ordered, (2) descending, in which
users are sorted in descending order of their participation times, and (3) ascending,
where users are sorted in ascending order of their participation times. We denote
individual-based assignment based on the first ordering as RAND, the second one as
DESC, and the last one as ASCE.
Figures 11 and 12 show the average running time of generating user participation
plans and collected texture for different individual-based assignment approaches and

(a) Texture score vs. number of users.
Fig. 11 Individual-based assignment (LA dataset)

(b) Running time vs. number of users.
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(a) Texture score vs. number of users.

(b) Running time vs. number of users.

Fig. 12 Individual-based assignment (USC dataset)

different number of users for LA and USC datasets, respectively. As described in
Section 5.2.1, ASCE collects more texture than the other two approaches. At the
same time, it is the fastest approach. The reason is that the ASCE approach starts
by solving the simpler SVA instances which are instances with fewer number of
input viewpoints. This decreases the complexity of SVA instances for users with the
largest participation times and hence more input viewpoints. The difference between
the ordering approaches is less significant for the USC dataset as compared to the
LA dataset.
Although the average participation time is smaller for the USC dataset, the
number of viewpoints from which a user can collect texture (i.e., the input points
to consecutive SVA instances) is significantly larger for the USC dataset (on average
more than 6 times of that of the LA dataset). This is because of the smaller extent
covered by the USC dataset and the fact that users can move more freely around
USC. The large number of input viewpoints to SVA instances makes individualbased approach slower with the USC dataset as compared to the LA dataset.
Group-based assignment Here, we focus on evaluating the efficiency of the twostage assignment. We first experimentally evaluate the overhead of the partitioning
stage, and thereafter, evaluate the efficiency of the two-stage approach assuming
different partitioning techniques proposed in Section 5.2.2.
Overhead of the partitioning stage Here, we set the user participation time for both
datasets to a random value between 15 and 75 min and evaluate the running time of
the partitioning stage for two-stage assignment. Our results are shown in Figs. 13
and 14 for LA and USC datasets, respectively. For the LA dataset, the running
time of the NN approach and the DPOINTS approach are significantly smaller than
DPATH approach (because of the simplicity of these approaches). On the other
hand, for the USC dataset the running time of all the approaches are very similar.
The reason is that the number of dedicated points are very small for the USC dataset
because: (1) the extend of the area is smaller, and (2) users move more freely on both
sidewalks and streets. We also evaluated the overall overhead of the partitioning
stage and in the worst case it is less than 2 % of the total running time for the twostage approach.
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Fig. 13 Running time of the
partitioning stage (LA dataset)

Comparison of dif ferent partitioning approaches Here we compare the efficiency
of our proposed partitioning heuristics. The results are shown in Figs. 15 and 16.
Figure 15 shows the average running time in generating a user participation plan
for different partitioning approaches, while Fig. 16 shows how the collected texture
changes for different partitioning approaches. In all cases, the two-stage approach
with NN results in the highest overall collected texture. Considering all the cases
together, the collected texture with this assignment approach is 6 % (8 %) higher
than the two-stage assignment with DPOINTS and 24 % (19 %) higher than the
two-stage assignment with DPATH for LA (USC) dataset. The reason is that twostage assignment with NN considers only the nearest dedicated viewpoint for the
assignment. In contrast, two-stage assignment with DPOINTS considers all the
viewpoints in the partitions when assigning a shared viewpoint, where most of them
may not be in the optimal solution. Also, the path we construct in a partition,
i.e., pathui with DPATH partitioning, can be very different from the final user
participation plan. In terms of the running time, over all the cases and as expected
based on the complexity of the approaches, two-stage assignment with NN and
DPOINTS partitioning have lower running times than the two-stage assignment with
DPATHS.

Fig. 14 Running time of
the partitioning stage
(USC dataset)
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(a) LA

(b) USC

Fig. 15 Running time vs number of users for different two-stage approaches

Comparison of viewpoint assignment approaches In this section we compare
individual-based and group-based assignment with each other and with the team
orienteering heuristic. We used the algorithm in [39], denoted by TO hereafter, with
slight modifications to implement approximate team orienteering. TO is faster and
more efficient than other existing heuristics for team orienteering. For each category
of viewpoint assignment heuristics we selected a representative which outperforms
the others in the same category. Thus, we compared ASCE (an individual-based
assignment), NN (a group-based assignment), and TO. Our results are shown in
Figs. 17 and 18 for texture score and average running time in generating user
participation plans for different number of users.
As expected, the texture score of TO is slightly better than the other assignment
approaches. On average NN outperforms ASCE by more than 10 % (8 %) in terms
of collected texture for the USC (LA) dataset. This is because NN considers all users
for generating user participation plans. In contrast, the ASCE method generates a
user participation plan independent of those of other users. As for running time,
NN significantly outperforms the others. Averaging over all cases, it is 65 % (45 %)
faster than ASCE for the USC (LA) dataset. NN is also more than 70 % (60 %)
better than TO for the USC (LA). The reason is the complexity of the operators and
heuristics which are used with the TO heuristic. Also, although both NN and ASCE

(a) LA

(b) USC

Fig. 16 Texture score vs number of users for different two-stage approaches
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(a) LA

(b) USC

Fig. 17 Texture score vs number of users for different viewpoint assignment approaches

approaches solve independent sub-problems by reduction to orienteering, the size
of each sub-problem with the two-stage approach is much smaller than that with
the ASCE approach. At the same time NN partitioning is fast, and therefore, the
total running time of the NN approach is lower than that of the ASCE assignment.
The reduction of running time for NN in comparison of ASCE is larger with the
USC dataset as compared to the LA dataset. This is because of the fact that the
number of viewpoints is larger in USC dataset and hence the effect of partitioning in
reducing the number of inputs to SVA instances is more pronounced. Notice that the
two-stage approach generates user participation plans by solving instances of SVA
problems. After solving each instance, a user participation plan is generated, and
hence there is no need to wait for completion of the whole algorithm to generate user
participation plans. In this way, on average each user waits for less than 50 (25) s to
get her participation plan with the USC (LA) dataset.
Viewpoint assignment over time Here we study the effect of |Ii | on the efficiency
of viewpoint assignment. We assume users arrival rates follow a Poisson distribution [40] which is a common distribution to model arrival of individuals in different
processes. We assume TC has the length of one hour and users arrival time follows
a Poisson distribution with the mean equals to three arrivals per minute. Each user

(a) LA

(b) USC

Fig. 18 Running time vs number of users for different viewpoint assignment approaches
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Fig. 19 Collected texture for
different |Ii |s
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available time is a random number between 5 and 20 min. Figure 19 shows the effect
of |Ii | on the collected texture for NN approach and for USC dataset. As similar
pattern is observed for the other dataset, we only present the results for USC dataset.
As shown in Fig. 19, there is a trade-off in selecting |Ii |. By increasing |Ii |, we
have the opportunity to optimize participation plans across a larger pool of users and
hence, better chance to increase the amount of collected texture. On the other hand,
increasing |Ii | results in wasting users available time. In this experimental setting the
optimal |Ii | is 130 s as figure shows.

7 Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we introduced the problem of participation planning for urban texture
documentation. We modeled the problem as a two-step process: viewpoint selection
and viewpoint assignment. We studied the complexity of each step, and since the
problems are both NP-hard, we proposed efficient heuristic solutions to solve them.
In particular, we proposed a greedy algorithm with approximation guarantee, termed
GVS, to solve viewpoint selection. We also proposed two categories of heuristics to
assign the viewpoints which include individual-based and group-based approaches.
We verified the efficiency of our proposed approaches by extensive experiments
on real datasets. Based on our experiments, our proposed group-based two-stage
approach outperforms the individual-based approach in terms of both running time
and amount of collected texture. In particular, the two-stage approach collects on
average 8 to 10 % more texture than the individual-based approach and takes 45
to 65 % less time to assign viewpoints for various urban environments. Moreover,
comparison with the current approaches for team orienteering, two-stage assigns the
viewpoints 60 to 70 % faster but collects at most 6 % less texture. As part of our
future work, we plan to extend our proposed approaches for documenting data with
other modalities, such as voice and temperature.

Appendix: Calculating A p,Sc
The image of each cell c consists of a set of pixels Pc . With a pinhole model, the
region represented by each pixel p ∈ Pc is in the form of a four sided polygon which
area depends on a set of parameters Sc . Sc includes camera focal length f , camera
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view angle θ (the angle between camera image plane and c) and camera distance to c
represented by d . Finally, we denote the area represented by p ∈ Pc on c, according
to the setting in Sc , by A p,Sc . Here, we elaborate on how to calculate A p,Sc .First,
assume the camera image plane is parallel to c, i.e., view angle is zero and θ = 0 (we
later consider the general case). Consider a pixel p with the height of pv and the
width of ph . In this case, the polygon represented by p is a rectangle with the side
lengths of lv (vertical side) and lh (horizontal side). lv is coplanar with c and has the
length of
lv =

pv × dc
,
dp

(5)

where dc is the distance between camera lens and point o on c where o, camera lens
and center of pv are on the same line (Fig. 20). d p is the distance between midpoint
of pv and the pinhole (both d p and dc can be calculated based on the parameters in
Sc ). Equation 5 is derived based on the similarity of triangles formed by lv , pv and
the pinhole. In a similar way, we can find the length of lh which is coplanar with c.
Therefore, A p,Sc is derived as follows:
A p,Sc = lh × lv =

ph × pv × d2c
.
d2p

(6)

A p,Sc is not exactly the same for all the pixels in Pc and depends on dc and d p . Note
that ph and pv are the intrinsic camera properties. Equation 6 holds for a set of cells
whose images are completely captured on the camera image plane. To find this set,
we calculate the field of view of camera [15]. The field of view of a camera is the
portion of scene space that actually projects onto the camera image plane. For a
camera with the image plane diameter of Id , the field of view φ is 2 arctan 2Idf [15].
The image of a cell within the field of view of is completely captured on the camera
plane and Eq. 6 holds for it.
We now consider the case in which the view angle is non-zero (−90 ≤ θ < 0 or
0 < θ ≤ 90). In this case, the area represented by p is not necessarily a rectangle but
still a four sided polygon where each side of the polygon is represented by a side
of p. Assume the bottom side of p is denoted by pb . We explain how to calculate
lb (the side of the polygon represented by pb ) and the approach can be extended
to calculate the other sides. Consider a plane which contains lb and pb . We call
this plane P⊥ . The projection of θ on P⊥ is denoted by θ⊥ (Fig. 21). Based on

Fig. 20 A pixel p with the side
length pv where pv represents
the length of lv on cell c
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Fig. 21 The top-view of a camera pixel p and a cell c

the figure, lb = x1 + x2 where x1 and x2 can be calculated according to the law of
sines [36], i.e.,
φ 
φ 
dc⊥ sin 2p
dc⊥ sin 2p
x1 =
 and x2 =
.
φ
φ
cos 2p − θ⊥
cos 2p + θ⊥
φ p is the field of view for p (the field of view of a camera which only consists of pixel
p) and can be derived similar to field of view of camera. dc⊥ is the distance between
camera lens and point o, where o is at the intersection of lb and the line passing
through camera lens image on P⊥ and the center of pb . Similarly, we can calculate
the other sides of the polygon represented by p. Additionally, we can find the angle
between the sides based on the equation of planes form from the image sides and
pixel sides. Consequently, we can derive A p,Sc .
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